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Maritime Technology and Engineering includes the papers presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Maritime Technology and Engineering (MARTECH 2014, Lisbon, Portugal, 15-17
October 2014). The contributions reflect the internationalization of the maritime sector, and
cover a wide range of topics: Ports; Maritime transportation; Inland navigation; Maritime
economy; Ship traffic; Maritime accidents; Ship design; Design optimization; Computer aided
ship design; Shipyard technology; Longitudinal strength; Structural energy absorption; Stiffened
panels; Strength of welded plates; Ship structural components; Composite structures; Structural
reliability & risk; Ship propulsion; Efficient propulsion and control; Ship propulsion and
environment; Environmental impact; Energy efficiency; Ship resistance; Ship maneuvring;
Shallow water hydrodynamics; Computational fluid dynamics; Ship seakeeping; Seakeeping &
slamming; Ship dynamics & hydrodynamics; Offshore platform dynamics; Offshore platform
design; Renewable energy; Oscilating water columns converters; Wave statistics; Wave
modelling; Wind & wave modelling; and two keynote papers.Maritime Technology and
Engineering will be much of interest to academics and professionals involved in maritime
engineering.

From the Back CoverProperty and Money is a simple guide to the investment and financial
aspects of commercial property. Putting property into its financial context, it seeks to bridge the
world of the surveyor and property developer and the investment and financial markets of the
City of London.The book starts from first principles, assuming no existing knowledge. It is thus
suitable for students as well as more established property practitioners and its appeal extends to
bankers, solicitors, accountants and fund managers whose work brings them into contact with
commercial property transactions.The coverage of this updated and expanded edition includes:-
Principles and pitfalls of property finance- How the property investment market works-
Evaluating property and its performance- Understanding property companies and their
accounts- How property companies get into trouble- Bank loans, bonds, profit-share
agreements, leasebacks and other methods of property finance- The crash of the early 1990's
and its consequences.Based on a widely acclaimed series of articles that appeared in Estates
Gazette magazine, Property and Money is complemented by an extensive index and glossary
and enlivened by Nick Newman's cartoonist-eye view of the property world.Michael Brett is a
freelance journalist, part-time lecturer on financial topics and author of the business bestseller
How to Read the Financial Pages. His interest in property dates back to 1968 when he became
property editor of the Investors Chronicle, of which he was subsequently editor from 1977 to
1982. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMichael Brett is a freelance
financial journalist, part-time lecturer on financial topics and author of the business bestseller



How to Read the Financial Pages.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The book by Антон Павлович Чехов has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided
feedback.
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